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Abstract
We give a new proof of the so-called Lie algebra version of Jacquet-Rallis’s funda-
mental lemma for local non-Archimedean fields of characteristic zero. This proof is local
and based on a previous result of W. Zhang on the compatibility of smooth transfer
with a (partial) Fourier transform.
Let E{F be an unramified quadratic extension of p-adic fields. We denote by N and TrE{F
the norm and trace of this extension respectively. Let σ be the nontrivial F -automorphism
of E and OF , OE the rings of integers of F and E respectively. For a matrix M , we denote
by tM its transpose and, if the entries of M are valued in E, by Mσ the matrix obtained by
applying σ to each entry. Let n ě 1 be an integer and set
hn :“
 
X P gln,E | X “
tXσ
(
,
Un´1 :“
 
g P GLn´1,E |
tgσg “ In
(
.
These have natural models over OF that we shall denote the same way. We let Un´1 act on
hn by conjugation. Similarly, we let GLn´1 act on gln by conjugation. An element X P hn
(resp. Y P gln) is regular semi-simple if its stabilizer in Un´1 (resp. in GLn´1) is trivial and
its orbit is closed. We denote by hrsn Ă hn and gl
rs
n Ă gln the open subschemes of regular
semi-simple elements. We say that two elements X P hrsn pF q and Y P gl
rs
n pF q match, and we
will write X Ø Y , if they are conjugate under GLn´1pEq inside glnpEq.
Set
en “
¨
˚˚˚
˝
0
...
0
1
˛
‹‹‹‚P Matn,1pF q, e˚n “ p0, . . . , 0, 1q P Mat1,npF q.
For every X P glrsn pF q, we define
vpXq :“ valpdetpe˚n, e
˚
nX, . . . , e
˚
nX
n´1qq,
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ωpXq :“ p´1qvpXq,
where val stands for the normalized valuation on F .
For X P hrsn pF q, Y P gl
rs
n pF q and functions f P C
8
c phnpF qq, f
1 P C8c pglnpF qq we introduce
the (relative) orbital integrals
OpX, fq “
ż
Un´1pF q
fpgXg´1qdg
and
OpY, f 1q “
ż
GLn´1pF q
f 1pgY g´1qωpgY g´1qdg
where the Haar measures are normalized by requiring that volpUn´1pOF qq “ volpGLn´1pOF qq “
1.
We denote by 1h
n
pOFq and 1glnpOFq the characteristic functions of hnpOF q and glnpOF q
respectively.
The goal of this note is to prove the following result (also known as Jacquet-Rallis’s
fundamental lemma for Lie algebras see [JR, Conjecture 2]).
Theorem 1 (i) Let X P hrsn pF q and Y P gl
rs
n pF q be two matching elements. Then, we have
OpX, 1hnpOFqq “ OpY, 1glnpOFqq.
(ii) Let Y P glrsn pF q and assume that it does not match any element of h
rs
n pF q. Then, we
have
OpY, 1gl
n
pOFqq “ 0.
By [Yu, §2.6] this version of Jacquet-Rallis’s fundamental lemma implies a group version
which was subsequently used by W. Zhang [Zha1] to prove the global Gan-Gross-Prasad
conjecture for unitary groups under some local assumptions. The above theorem was es-
tablished by Yun in [Yu] for local fields of positive characteristic greater than n. Moreover,
in the appendix to loc. cit. J. Gordon has shown that the transfer principle of Cluckers
and Loeser, which relies on model-theoretic techniques, applies to this case thus deducing
that Jacquet-Rallis’s fundamental lemma holds for characteristic zero local fields in suffi-
ciently large residual characteristic. Therefore the above theorem is not new, except in small
residual characteristic, but the proof that we give is substantially different from [Yu] which
was based on the same geometric ideas as Ngô’s proof of Langlands-Shelstad’s fundamental
lemma. Instead, we build our argument on the existence of a suitable transfer of functions
between hnpF q and glnpF q (sometimes called smooth matching) as well as the compatibility
of this transfer with Fourier transform. Both of these are among the main results established
by W. Zhang in [Zha1].
Finally, we remark that by the recent work of Jingwei Xiao [Xi] the Jacquet-Rallis fun-
damental lemma implies the (Lie algebra version of) endoscopic fundamental lemma of
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Langlands-Shelstad for unitary groups. Therefore, putting together this paper with [Zha1]
and [Xi] gives an elementary proof of the fundamental lemma for unitary groups!
We will prove Theorem 1 by induction on n, the case n “ 1 being trivial. Thus, we
assume from now on that n ě 2 and that the result is known for n replaced by n´ 1.
Every element X P glnpEq can be written in blocks
X “
ˆ
X 1 b
c λ
˙
where X 1 P gln´1pEq, b P Matn´1,1pEq, c P Mat1,n´1pEq and λ P E. We set
qpXq “ cb P E.
For matching elements X P hrsn pF q and Y P gl
rs
n pF q it is easy to check that qpXq “ qpY q P F .
The induction hypothesis will be used in the proof of the next lemma.
Lemma 1 (i) Let X P hrsn pF q and Y P gl
rs
n pF q be two matching elements and assume that
|qpXq| “ |qpY q| ě 1. Then, we have
OpX, 1h
n
pOFqq “ OpY, 1glnpOFqq.
(ii) Let Y P glrsn pF q. Assume that Y does not match any element of h
rs
n pF q and that |qpY q| ě
1. Then, we have
OpY, 1gl
n
pOFqq “ 0.
Proof: We prove (i), the proof of (ii) being similar. When |qpXq| “ |qpY q| ą 1, it is easy to
see that OpX, 1h
n
pOFqq “ OpY, 1glnpOFqq “ 0. Therefore we may assume that qpXq “ qpY q “
µ P OˆF . Since qpXq is a always a norm from E, there exists ν P O
ˆ
E such that µ “ Npνq.
Then, it is easy to see that up to conjugation by Un´1pF q and GLn´1pF q respectively, X and
Y have the following forms
X “
ˆ
X 1 νen´1
σpνqe˚n´1 λ
˙
, Y “
ˆ
Y 1 Npνqen´1
e˚n´1 λ
1
˙
where X 1 P hn´1pF q, Y
1 P gln´1pF q and λ, λ
1 P F . Since X and Y match, we have λ “ λ1
and moreover we readily check that X 1 and Y 1 also match. By the induction hypothesis we
have
OpX 1, 1hn´1pOF qq “ OpY
1, 1gln´1pOF qq.(1)
Therefore, the lemma would follow if we show that
OpX, 1hnpOFqq “ 1OF pλqOpX
1, 1hn´1pOF qq,(2)
and
OpY, 1gl
n
pOFqq “ 1OF pλqOpY
1, 1gln´1pOF qq.(3)
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We will show (2), the proof of (3) being similar. By definition, we have
OpX, 1h
n
pOFqq “
ż
Un´1pF q
1h
n
pOFq
ˆ
gX 1g´1 νgen´1
σpνqe˚n´1g
´1 λ
˙
dg.
Let g P Un´1pF q be such that 1h
n
pOFq
ˆ
gX 1g´1 νgen´1
σpνqe˚n´1g
´1 λ
˙
‰ 0. Then, gen´1 P Matn´1,1pOEq
and tpgen´1q
σgen´1 “ 1. The group Un´1pOF q acts transitively on the set of vectors
v P Matn´1,1pOEq such that
tvσv “ 1. Since the stabilizer of en´1 in Un´1 is Un´2 it follows
that g P Un´1pOF qUn´2pF q i.e. the above integral is supported in Un´1pOF qUn´2pF q. By the
choice of Haar measures on Un´1pF q and Un´2pF q and since the function 1h
n
pOFq is invariant
by conjugation by Un´1pOF q, it follows that
OpX, 1hnpOFqq “
ż
Un´2pF q
1hnpOFq
ˆ
gX 1g´1 νen´1
σpνqe˚n´1 λ
˙
dg
“ 1OF pλq
ż
Un´2pF q
1hn´1pOF qpgX
1g´1qdg “ 1OF pλqOpY
1, 1gln´1pOF qq.

Let ψ be a nontrivial unramified additive character of F (i.e. whose conductor is OF )
and set
ψE “ ψ ˝ TrE{F
(an additive character of E). We define a “partial" Fourier transform F on C8c phnpF qq and
C8c pglnpF qq by
pF fq
ˆ
X 1 b
tbσ λ
˙
“
ż
Matn´1,1pEq
f
ˆ
X 1 c
tcσ λ
˙
ψEp
tcσbqdc, f P C8c phnpF qq,
ˆ
X 1 b
tbσ λ
˙
P hnpF q
and
pF fq
ˆ
X 1 b
c λ
˙
“
ż
Matn´1,1pF qˆMat1,n´1pF q
f
ˆ
X 1 b1
c1 λ
˙
ψpc1b`cb1qdb1dc1, f P C8c pglnpF qq,
ˆ
X 1 b
c λ
˙
P glnpF q
where the Haar measures are autodual i.e. such that F has order 4. Notice that F 1h
n
pOFq “
1hnpOFq and F 1glnpOFq “ 1glnpOFq (as ψ was chosen to be unramified).
We have isomorphisms
pgln´1pF q ‘ F q ˆ pF
n´1 ‘ F n´1q » glnpF q,
pX 1, λ, b, cq ÞÑ
ˆ
X 1 b
tc λ
˙
and
phn´1pF q ‘ F q ˆ E
n´1 » hnpF q,
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pX 1, λ, bq ÞÑ
ˆ
X 1 b
tbσ λ
˙
which induce identifications
C8c pglnpF qq “ C
8
c pgln´1pF q ‘ F q b C
8
c pF
n´1 ‘ F n´1q
and
C8c phnpF qq “ C
8
c phn´1pF q ‘ F q b C
8
c pE
n´1q.
Let W denote the Weil representations of SL2pF q on C
8
c pF
n´1 ‘ F n´1q and C8c pE
n´1q
associated to the restrictions of the quadratic form q (see e.g. [Bump, Theorem 4.8.5]) that
we extend to C8c pglnpF qq and C
8
c phnpF qq by letting SL2pF q act trivially on C
8
c pgln´1pF q‘F q
and C8c phn´1pF q ‘ F q. Since pF
n´1 ‘ F n´1, qq can be written as an orthogonal sum of
hyperbolic planes and pEn´1, qq as an orthogonal direct sum of quadratic planes of the form
pE,NE{F q and E{F is unramified, we have
W
ˆ
1 t
1
˙
fpXq “ ψptqpXqqfpXq,(4)
W
ˆ
´1
1
˙
f “ F f(5)
for every f P C8c pglnpF qq or C
8
c phnpF qq, t P F and X P glnpF q or hnpF q.
Let A be the GIT quotient gln {{GLn´1. Then, there is a natural isomorphism A »
hn {{Un´1 (see e.g. [Chau, Proposition 2.2.2.1]). Note that q descents to a regular function
on A that we shall denote by the same letter. Moreover, the image of glrsn in A is an open
subscheme Ars Ď A and the inverse image of any a P ArspF q in glnpF q consists of one regular
semi-simple GLn´1pF q-orbit ([Chau, Lemmas 2.1.5.1 & 2.1.5.3]). Similarly, the inverse image
of any a P ArspF q in hnpF q is either empty or consists of one regular semi-simple Un´1pF q-
orbit ([Chau, Proposition 2.2.4.1]). Denote by pGL : glnpF q Ñ ApF q and pU : hnpF q Ñ ApF q
the natural maps. For f 1 P C8c phnpF qq, f P C
8
c pglnpF qq and every a P A
rspF q we set
Opa, f 1q “
"
OpXa, f
1q if p´1U paq ‰ H and where Xa P p
´1
U paq,
0 otherwise,
and
Opa, fq “ OpYa, fq where Ya P p
´1
GL
paq.
We will say that two functions f P C8c pglnpF qq and f
1 P C8c phnpF qq match if
Opa, fq “ Opa, f 1q
for every a P ArspF q which is in the image of pU . Set
Orbpglnq “ ta P A
rspF q ÞÑ Opa, fq | f P C8c pglnpF qqu
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and
Orbphnq “ ta P A
rspF q ÞÑ Opa, f 1q | f 1 P C8c phnpF qqu.
Then both Orbpglnq and Orbphnq are subspaces of C
8pArspF qq the space of all locally con-
stant complex-valued functions on ArspF q.
Proposition 1 The Weil representations W on C8c pglnpF qq and C
8
c phnpF qq descent to rep-
resentations of SL2pF q on Orbpglnq and Orbphnq which coincide on the intersection.
Proof: As SL2pF q is generated by
ˆ
1 t
1
˙
, t P F , and
ˆ
´1
1
˙
it suffices to check that
the actions of these elements descent to the spaces of orbital integrals and coincide on their
intersection. For elements of the form
ˆ
1 t
1
˙
, t P F , this follows directly from 4 and
moreover we have
W
ˆ
1 t
1
˙
Φpaq “ ψptqpaqqΦpaq(6)
for every Φ P Orbpglnq ` Orbphnq, t P F and a P A
rspF q. For
ˆ
´1
1
˙
, this follows from 5
and the following result of Zhang (see [Zha1, Theorem 4.17]1):
Theorem 2 (Zhang) If two functions f P C8c pglnpF qq and f
1 P C8c phnpF qq match then so
do F f and F f 1.

Set Φ “ Op., 1gl
n
pOFqq´Op., 1hnpOFqq P Orbpglnq`Orbphnq. Clearly, Theorem 1 is equiva-
lent to the identical vanishing of Φ. As Φ is a locally constant function on ArspF q it suffices
to show that Φpaq “ 0 for the dense subset of a P ArspF q such that qpaq ‰ 0. By Lemma 1
we at least have
Φpaq for every a P ArspF q such that |qpaq| ě 1.
Hence, by 6 and since ψ is unramified, we have
W
ˆ
1 t
1
˙
Φ “ Φ
for every t P p´1F . On the other hand, since ψ is unramified we have F 1glnpOFq “ 1glnpOFq and
F 1h
n
pOFq “ 1hnpOFq so that
W
ˆ
´1
1
˙
Φ “ Op.,F 1gl
n
pOFqq ´Op.,F 1hnpOFqq “ Φ.
1In [Zha1] it is only proved that the transfer “commutes" with F up to a constant ν and to be complete
we need to check that in the unramified situation considered in this paper we have ν “ 1. For this, we can
use the precise computation of ν done in [Chau, §3.4.2].
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As SL2pF q is generated by
ˆ
´1
1
˙
and
ˆ
1 p´1F
1
˙
, it follows that Φ is fixed by the Weil
representation. In particular
ψptqpaqqΦpaq “W
ˆ
1 t
1
˙
Φpaq “ Φpaq
for every a P ArspF q and t P F . When qpaq ‰ 0, we can always find t such that ψptqpaqq ‰ 1
hence Φpaq “ 0 and this ends the proof of Theorem 1.
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